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QUESTION 1

Your customer has loaded shipment history of 1/1/14 through 12/31/16 and wants to generate a monthly forecast of
1/1/17 through 12/31/17 based on two-year shipment history. 

When creating a demand plan, which two plan scopes and demand plan options should your customer use? (Choose
two.) 

A. For demand plan option, add forecast shipments as forecasting profile, enter history start date as 1/1/15, enter history
end date as 12/31/15, and enter forecast start date as 1/1/17. 

B. For demand plan option, add forecast shipments as forecasting profile, and enter historical buckets as 24. 

C. For demand plan option, add forecast shipments as forecasting profile, enter history start date as 1/1/15, forecast
start date as 1/1/17, and enter forecast end date as 12/31/17. 

D. For demand plan option, add forecast shipments as forecasting profile, enter historical buckets as 24, and enter
forecast buckets as 12. 

E. For plan scope, select plan horizon days as 365, forecasting calendar as Gregorian, and forecasting time level as
month. 

F. For plan scope, select plan horizon as 12 months, forecasting calendar as Gregorian, and forecasting time level as
month. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Your client has operations in the west coast of the US. If the customer is in the western half of the US, then they would
like to ship the product from their warehouses. If it\\'s in the eastern half of the US, then they want to drop ship it from a
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supplier. 

How would you recommend they set the assignment up? 

A. Set up a region for the west coast warehouse and an item-region level assignment for the drop ship. 

B. Set up two region level assignments, one for the west coast and the other for the east coast. 

C. Set up by each customer for the customers who should get product from each warehouse. 

D. Set up an item-region assignment for the west coast warehouse and a region level assignment for the drop ship. 

E. Set up an item-organization assignment for the west coast warehouse and an item- organization level assignment for
the drop ship. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer has created a supply plan based on current requirement. Due to changes in third party forecast, the plan
must be rerun with these recent updates. However, while this new information became available, existing supply like on-
hand inventory and work order completions have also been updated. 

Which data refresh option should be used to reflect all these changes in the plan? 

A. Do not refresh with current data 

B. Refresh with quick refresh option 

C. Refresh with forecast data 

D. Refresh with selected current data 

E. Refresh with current data 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 4

Which set of transaction types data are uploaded in Contract Manufacturing Collaboration? 

A. Work-order Completions 

B. Component Material Issues, Work-order Completions 

C. Component Material Issues, Work-order Completions, Shipment Confirmations 

D. Planned orders, Planned Order Commits 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 5

Which is the correct sequence of possible solutions that a constrained plan might consider when attempting to resolve a
capacity or resource overload? 

A. First alternate resources, then substitute components, then alternate work definitions and item structures, and finally,
alternate suppliers and source organizations. 

B. First alternate suppliers, then alternate resources, then substitute components, then alternate work definitions and
item structures, and finally, alternate source organizations. 

C. First subscribe components, then alternate resources, then alternate work definitions and item structures, and finally,
alternate suppliers and source organizations. 

D. First alternate item structures, and work definitions, then substitute components, then alternate resources, and finally,
alternate suppliers and source organizations. 

Correct Answer: A 
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